Help the Susick PTO raise money for Susick Elementary
by participating in the "Coupon Card Challenge."
ADRENALINE COUPON CARDS & KEYTAGS:
The cards offer discount from local merchants and are sized to fit nicely in your wallet or pocket.
On the front of the card, you will see our Susick logo, as well as the logos of those participating
merchants. The back contains a list of 25 local merchants and their discounts. Merchants
include restaurants, retail stores, salons, automotive services, a nd more. Discounts are acquired
by Adrenaline Fundraising and are good for one year. Simply present the card at a participating
local merchant to receive the discount. It’s easy and convenient.
Here’s how it works:
- Return the signed permission slip below starting tomorrow and your
child will receive 1 bundle of 5 cards.
- Sell the cards for $20 each for a total of $100
- Turn in the money and receive another bundle of 5 cards to sell.
- Each child can sell as many bundles as they want. We are hoping that
each child is able to sell at least one bundle of 5.
Last day to receive a new bundle of cards is Friday December 3rd, 2021
All money must be returned no later than Monday December 13th, 2021.
PRIZES:
Sell 1 Individual Card:
Sell 1 Bundle (5 cards):
Sell 2 Bundles (10 cards):
Sell 3 Bundles (15 cards):
Sell 4 Bundles (20 cards):
Sell 5 Bundles (25 cards):

Receive a "Pop-it" key chain (limit one per student)
Personalized water bottle and will attend the pizza party
Shashibo Shape Shifting 3D Magic Fidget Cube
Surprise Money Envelope - that will contain either a $5, $10, $20 or
$50-dollar bill
$50 gift card of choice…either Roblox, Minecraft, Apple, Nintendo, etc
Student is in a drawing to win a Hoverboard

(Except for the Pop-it Key Chain, all prizes will be distributed at the Pizza Party which will be held
sometime in January 2022, due to the holiday break.)
(Detach and return to school)
Check Out Form

Student’s Name:
Grade/Teacher:
The child listed above has my permission to receive 1 bundle of 5 Coupon Cards with a total value of $100. Either
$100 or the undamaged cards need to returned to the PTO upon sales.
I understand that I am responsible to either sell the bundle of cards or return the remaining ones.
Cards returned must be in perfect condition with no tags missing or bent corners, marks, etc.
Parent’s Signature:

